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ACCESS SERVICE 

4.  SWITCHED ACCESS SERVICE (Cont'd) 

4.7  Rate Regulations (Cont'd) 

4.7.8  Mileage Measurement 

The Channel Termination for a DS3 Entrance Facility consists of a fixed and a per 

1/4 mile rate. A minimum fixed and one 1/4 mile rate always applies. The 

mileage used to determine the monthly rate for distance sensitive Channel 

Terminations is the airline distance measured in increments of 1/4 mile (A 

fractional 1/4 mile increment being considered as a full 1/4 mile increment), 

directly between the customer's premises and the serving wire center. The 

mileage measurement is determined by utilizing exchange maps and mileage 

tables located in designated Telephone Company business offices for such 

purposes. 

The mileage to be used to determine the Direct Trunked Transport Channel 

Mileage monthly rate is calculated on the airline distance between the end 

office switch where the call carried by Local Transport originates or terminates 

and the customer’s serving wire center (when Direct Trunked Transport is 

ordered to an end office), or between the customer's serving wire center and 

the access tandem (when Direct Trunked Transport is ordered to a tandem). The 

mileage to be used to determine the Local Transport Facility monthly rate is 

calculated on the airline distance between the access tandem and the end office 

switch where the call carried by Local Transport originates or terminates. 

Exceptions are set forth in (A) through (I) following and 4.1.3(A) preceding. The 

V&H coordinates method is used to determine mileage. This method is set forth 

in the NATIONAL EXCHANGE CARRIER ASSOCIATION, INC. TARIFF F.C.C. NO. 4 for 

Wire Center and Interconnection Information (V & H Coordinates). 
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